
Appendix 4B Removal of Film Outdoors  

 

Hi Katherine 

Sorry Monday is just so busy and my first chance to respond. 

Lets take it off then 

Thankyou  

Ross 

 

 ................................... 

Good Morning Ross, 

  

If you would be applying for TENs for outdoor films, would you consider removing the outdoor film 

from the variation licence application?  

  

Regards 

Katherine Edge 

 ................................................... 

  

Hi Katherine 

  

I can explain exactly what we would use this part of the license for: 

  

The Café bar will have a pull down projector that is covered and indoors , that would show  

cartoons/kids films on rainy days for our guests. 

Last year we put on a drive through cinema and obtained a TENS for this. Note that this event was 

put on for the Landford community and my guests and over 200 local residents of the parish 

attended. 

This was put on as a half term gesture to entertain the local community. We have planned to do 

another night in 2021 for the community but this would be another TENS application. 

  

In short, we would not be utilising the option for Film very much and it wouldn’t be outdoors unless 

a TENS was applied for as a one off for the community. 

  



I hope this helps? 

 

Ross 

 ................................. 

Ross, 

 

I have received the following email from Landford Parish Council.  

Although this is not yet a valid representation, are you able to provide information to reassure the  

Council of your intentions for the use of Films.  

  

LPC has considered the application for a full variation of a premises licence at Green Hill Farm, 

Caravan and Campsite, and would comments as follows:-  

  

Resolved unanimously that:-  

* Extend the alcohol trading hours: NO OBJECTION 

* Exhibition of films 9am to 10pm 7 days a week indoors/outdoors: OBJECT  

The proposal to exhibit films outdoors with such frequency is not in keeping with the Environment 

Act 1995, first statutory purpose being To conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife, and 

cultural heritage of the area. Plus the need to protect dark night skies. The Parish Council would 

therefore wish to see much tighter restrictions on the frequency to exhibit films outdoors.    

  

The councillors have asked that I cc NFNPA into this response so that they may consider if there are 

any planning requirements on plans to exhibit outdoor films.  

  

Please acknowledge receipt of this response.   

  

Kind regards  

Clerk & Responsible Financial Officer 

Landford Parish Council 

 

Regards 

Katherine Edge 

Public Protection Officer (Licensing) 


